








































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Mazu Belief on the Silk Road in the Ming and Qing Dynasties
LIAN Xinhao
( Department of History, Xiamen University, Xiamen, Fujian, 361005 )
Abstract: The Middle Ages were the era of theocracy. The science and technology were not developed then. 
People who were sailing on the sea encountered the force majeure of nature could only be spiritually pinned on 
the blessing of the gods. The rise, spread, and development of Mazu belief are directly related to the envoys of 
Song Dynasty, Goryeo and Ryukyu. Therefore, Mazu belief and the Maritime Silk Road are produced almost 
simultaneously. As the spiritual pillar of the Maritime Silk Road, Mazu belief is not completely illusory. It has left 
a vivid mark on the foreign sea-going vessels and shipping routes. This paper attempts to discuss it.
Key words: Maritime Silk Road; Mazu Belief; Foreign Ocean Ship; Foreign Ocean Route
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连心豪：明清海上丝绸之路上的妈祖信仰
